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Prosecco - a sparkling white wine from the Veneto region of north-eastern Italy. 

Strange way to begin this week’s newsletter but… 

National Prosecco Day is tomorrow and I felt it needed mentioning. I know there’s a lot of
people who will be celebrating such an occasion in the sunshine, especially my colleagues
at The Growth Hub HQ. And why not?!

And if drinks in the sun is your thing, perhaps on a boat? With river views? No problem,
we’ve got you covered. 

We would love you to join us on Tuesday 20th September as we toast the summer & sunset
at the beautiful Pier Bar, at Bateaux London. 

With the amazing Southbank and London Eye as your backdrop, we’ll be sharing tips on
how to look good on camera and what you need to make the right impact. Come and learn
something new while enjoying a cheeky drink.

WITH GUEST SPEAKER: Sarah Furness, former RAF combat helicopter pilot & squadron
leader shares tips on ‘How To Face Your Fears’.

Thanks,
Steve

Why Video Prospecting is Essential
If you aren’t using video prospecting as part of your sales

outreach, you’re falling behind. With video predicted to

account for over 80% of all internet traffic each year, it

needs to be part of your strategy. Many businesses still

aren’t utilising video properly and are not including it in their

prospecting. Let’s face it, cold calling and sending emails

has a place, but video prospecting is the new kid on the

block, so here are three key reasons why video prospecting

must become an essential part of your sales strategy...

BE ONE STEP AHEAD OF THE REST

Choosing a Location for Your Video Prospecting

When filming for that all-important video message to a

potential client, location needs to be appealing for your

audience. In this video, Shootsta share with us 4 tips to

think about when choosing a location to film including the

'spinny-thingy test', avoiding your friends talking on the

phone and resisting the urge to film against a white wall.

But why?

PERFECT YOUR VIDEOS NOW
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